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Investigation of scatter from out of the field of view and

multiple scatter in PET using Monte Carlo simulations *
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Abstract: In fully three-dimensional (3D) positron emission tomography (PET) imaging, the scatter fraction

(SF) is about 40%–60%, which may degrade the imaging quality severely. Scatter correction is important for

high quality image reconstruction. Model-based scatter correction has been proved to be accurate and available

in clinical PET. However, it does not correct the scatter from out of the field of view (OFOV) and multiple

scatters. In this study, we demonstrate the radial and axial distribution of scatters from OFOV when the source

is located in different radial positions. In order to apply the above conclusions to different PET systems, we

characterize the scatters from OFOV as a function of the ratio of the scanner diameter to the length of the

axial field of view (AFOV) by modeling several typical whole-body and micro PET systems. The proportions

of true events (S0−0), single scatter of one photon (S1−0), single scatter of both photons (S1−1), double scatter

of one photon (S2−0) and multiple scatter (Sm) are also calculated and compared. Here the 3D-PET Monte

Carlo simulations are performed with the Geant4 Application for Tomography Emission (GATE). In summary,

the scatters from OFOV tend to be recorded on the lines of response (LOR) far away from the source. They

have a much more serious impact on whole-body PET than micro PET depending on the ratio of scanner

diameter to the length of AFOV. In whole-body PET, twice scatters including single scatter of both photons

(S1−1) and double scatter of one photon (S2−0) add up to about 12% so that twice scatter correction must be

taken into account to acquire a high quality reconstruction image.
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1 Introduction

In three-dimensional (3D) positron emission to-

mography (PET), the allowance of acquisition of all

the oblique planes increases the sensitivity, while scat-

ter events increase significantly, which may degrade

the imaging quality severely. The proportion of scat-

ter events is referred to as the scatter fraction (SF )

and its magnitude depends on the object size and den-

sity of the scattering medium, the PET scanner ge-

ometry and the width of the energy window. The SF

typically reaches 40%–60% in the 3D PET [1]. There-

fore, scatter correction is important for high quality

image reconstruction.

The single scatter simulation (SSS) algorithm was

first proposed by Ollinger and Watson. It has been

proved to be one of the most accurate scatter cor-

rection methods. In the SSS algorithm, the scatter

coincidence probability is calculated assuming that

only one of the annihilation photons undergoes once

Compton interaction [2, 3]. However, the difficulty

in SSS correction is that it does not correct consid-

erable scatter contributions from matter and activity

out of the field of view (OFOV) and multiple scatter

events for quantitative analysis. In previous studies,

efforts were made to achieve many effective results

to characterize the scatters from OFOV and multiple

scatters and correct them using the Monte Carlo si-
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mulation. Ollinger convoluted the single scatter dis-

tribution with a Gaussian kernel for multiple scatter

distribution and used several bed positions to account

for the activity from OFOV [2]. Adam et al. moved a

point source from the center of the axial field of view

(AFOV) to OFOV in a water-filled cylinder and con-

cluded that the activity from OFOV had to be taken

into consideration for an accurate scatter correction

and the multiple scatter had a different spatial distri-

bution from a single scatter [4]. Lewellen et al. per-

formed a series of simulations with a point source to

show single and multiple scatter distributions from

matter and activity OFOV in 3D PET. They also

noted that the spatial scatter distributions from ex-

ternal matter and external activity were different [5].

Gao et al. fitted the axial distribution of scatters from

OFOV with a quadratic curve and multiple scatter as

a linear function of the object transverse area, respec-

tively [6].

In this paper, we will demonstrate the distribu-

tion of scatters from OFOV when the line source is

located in different radial positions, which has not

been reported yet as far as we know. In order to ap-

ply all the conclusions to different PET systems, we

characterize the scatters from OFOV and multiple

scatters by modeling several typical whole-body and

micro PET systems. The fraction of scatters from

OFOV (OFOV SF ) as a function of ratio of scanner

diameter to the length of AFOV is provided first. We

also calculate the proportions of true events (S0−0),

single scatter of one photon (S1−0), single scatter of

both photons (S1−1), double scatter of one photon

(S2−0) and multiple scatter (Sm), and quantified the

influence of multiple scatters between the whole-body

PET and the micro PET, which few studies have ac-

cessed before. The software used for the simulations

here is the Geant4 Application for Tomography Emis-

sion (GATE), which is a powerful research tool devel-

oped for nuclear medicine imaging applications [7, 8].

The validation of GATE for the simulation of differ-

ent whole-body and micro PET systems has been well

studied [9–11]. These results are useful for the SSS

algorithm in particular.

2 Methods

The GATE simulation platform has the capability

to precisely and effectively model all physics phenom-

ena, complex scanner geometry, and phantom and

source distribution. It offers specific information of

each coincidence event, including the scattering times

of each photon [12, 13]. In this work, the photoelec-

tric effect and Compton scattering were taken into ac-

count. All simulated experiments have a coincidence

timing window of 6 ns, an energy resolution of 12%

and an energy window of 350 to 650 keV. According

to the NEMA protocol [14] and IEC protocol [15], we

designed the proper simulation time to obtain enough

event counts. In our simulations, coincidences were

collected to ensure that the statistical requirement is

satisfied.

2.1 Scatter distribution from OFOV

A Philips GEMINI TF scanner was modeled in

the simulation. It consists of 44 detector rings with

28 LYSO block detectors each. Each block was in a

23×44 array of 4 mm×4 mm×22 mm LYSO crystals

with a 2.0 mm crystal pitch. The detector ring diam-

eter is 90.34 cm, the length of AFOV is 18 cm and

the diameter of the transverse field of view (TFOV)

is 57.6 cm [16]. Simulations were performed with a

short water-filled phantom (18 cm high and 20 cm

in diameter) with a scattering medium in the field

of view (FOV) only and a long water-filled phan-

tom (36 cm high and 20 cm in diameter) with the

same scattering medium within and external to the

FOV. The long phantoms were twice the length of

the short phantoms with the additional length added

to both ends of the short phantom. A line source,

which was 1.5 mm in radius and had the same length

as each phantom, was positioned perpendicularly in

the center of each phantom, respectively. Scatter

contributions from the OFOV were acquired by sub-

tracting the short phantom data from the long phan-

tom data with the same activity density and data

acquisition. OFOV SF refers to the counts of scat-

ters from OFOV divided by the total counts with-

out the scatters from OFOV. Both the radial and

axial distributions of OFOV SF are shown here.

Then the line source was moved 45 mm and 90 mm

away from the center of the phantom and along the

axis of the phantom to show the dependence of the

scatter distribution from OFOV on the source po-

sition. Each phantom for each source position was

scanned for 170 s to ensure that at least 109 coinci-

dences are collected and then 3D data are reformed

to 2D sinograms with the multi-slice rebinning al-

gorithm. The OFOV SF values are plotted in the

transverse and axial profile at each source position.

2.2 System-dependent application of scatter

distribution from the OFOV

In order to characterize the scatters from OFOV

in different PET systems, we chose four typical whole-
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body and micro PET systems to examine the in-

fluence of scatters from OFOV with different scan-

ner size. Therefore, except for the scanner size

and structure, the other scanner parameters are the

same. Here the Philips GEMINI TF, GE Discov-

ery ST, Siemens Micro R4 Tomography and PET

dedicated for breast cancer developed by the Insti-

tute of High Energy Physics (IHEP) and named as

PEMi were simulated. The specifications of the four

PET scanners are summarized in Table 1. A human-

like IEC cylindrical phantom, a cylindrical phantom

with three small cylindrical sources filled with water,

polytetrafluoroethylene and air inserted was modeled.

Detailed positions and sizes of the phantom are shown

in Fig. 1. In each PET system 3D data were acquired

for 30 sec and then reformed to 2D sinograms with

the multi-slice rebinning algorithm. The OFOV SF

values of each PET system were plotted in the axial

profile and then OFOV SF as a function of ratio of

ring diameter to length of AFOV was fitted.

Table 1. Scanner parameters of GEMINI TF, Discovery ST, R4 tomography and PEMi [16–19].

Philips GE Discovery Siemens Micro PET
PET system

GEMINI TF ST R4 tomography
IHEP PEMi

crystal material LYSO LYSO LYSO LYSO

crystal size/mm3 4×4×22 6.3×6.3×30 2.1×2.1×10 1.9×1.9×15

module array 23*44 12*24 8*32 16*64

ring num 44 24 32 64

module num 28 35 24 16

ring diameter/cm 90.34 88.6 14.8 16.6

transaxial FOV/cm 57.6 70 12.4 11.0

axial FOV/cm 18 15.7 7.8 12.8

ratio of ring diameter and AFOV 90.34/18=5.02 88.6/15.7=5.64 14.8/7.8=1.90 16.6/12.8=1.30

Fig. 1. Human-like IEC cylindrical phantom

with three small cylindrical sources filled

with water, polytetrafluoroethylene and air in-

serted [15].

2.3 Multiple scatter simulation

PET events are classified as true events (S0−0),

single scatter of one photon (S1−0), single scatter of

both photons (S1−1), double scatter of one photon

(S2−0) and multi scatter (Sm). Multiple SF refers to

multiple scatter counts divided by the total counts in-

cluding the true counts, single scatters and multiple

scatters. In order to quantify the influence of mul-

tiple scatters between the whole-body PET and the

micro PET, we modeled a water-filled phantom with

a line source inserted in a Philips GEMINI TF. We

also modeled a human-like IEC cylindrical phantom

as Fig. 1 in four typical PET scanners and calculated

their multiple SF s. The scatter and true events were

directly obtained through the GATE “ASCII out-

put”. Therefore, the multiple SF s were computed

from these raw outputs.

3 Result

3.1 Radial distribution of scatter from OFOV

OFOV SF is plotted against the radial position

in Fig. 2. Outside the source, the OFOV SF value

grows towards the edge of TFOV. It changes gently

within the phantom and fluctuates sharply outside

the phantom. The maximum radial OFOV SF is

found when the line source is 90 mm off the center

of phantom. Inside the source, the OFOV SF value

drops down to approximately 0. That is, the scat-

ters from OFOV tend to be recorded on the lines of

response (LOR) far away from the source. The ax-
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ial profiles of OFOV SF are showed in Fig. 3. These

profiles are fitted with quadratic equations. The axial

distributions of OFOV SF go up symmetrically from

the center of AFOV to the ends. The maximum axial

OFOV SF is found when the line source is 45 mm off

the center of phantom.

Fig. 2. The radial distribution of scatters from

OFOV when the line source is located away

from the center of the phantom: (a) 0 mm,

(b) 45 mm and (c) 90 mm.

3.2 System-dependent application of scatter

from OFOV

OFOV SF s are 1.3999, 1.4027, 0.1098 and 0.0479,

respectively, in the Philips GEMINI TF, GE Discov-

ery ST, Siemens Micro R4 tomography and PEMi.

The maximum OFOV SF is found in the GE Dis-

covery ST where the ratio of ring diameter to length

of AFOV is larger than the other PET systems. A

linear function can be used to fit the relation roughly

between the OFOV SF and the ratio of scanner di-

ameter to length of AFOV as showed in Fig. 4. The

axial distributions of the OFOV SF of the four PET

Systems are shown in Fig. 5. These profiles have sim-

ilar distributions to quadratic equations.

Fig. 3. The axial distribution of scatters from

OFOV when the line source is located away

from the center of the phantom: (a) 0 mm,

(b) 45 mm and (c) 90 mm.

3.3 Multiple scatter simulation

In the Philips GEMINI TF system, multiple SF s

of true events (S0−0), single scatter of one photon

(S1−0), single scatter of both photons (S1−1), dou-

ble scatter of one photon (S2−0) and multiple scatter

(Sm) are 40.99%, 38.00%, 9.31%, 6.75% and 4.95%

for the line source phantom simulation Table 2 lists
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Table 2. Scatter fractions for GEMINI TF, Discovery ST, R4 tomography and PEMi.

multiple scatter Philips GE discovery Siemens Micro PET IHEP

fraction GEMINI TF ST R4 tomography PEMi

S0−0 53.59% 54.74% 90.37% 89.05%

S1−0 33.42% 32.92% 9.02% 10.29%

S1−1 5.16% 4.91% 0.20% 0.23%

S2−0 5.24% 5.05% 0.37% 0.40%

Sm 2.60% 2.38% 0.04% 0.03%

multiple SF s of the human-like IEC cylindrical phan-

tom simulation in the Philips GEMINI TF, GE Dis-

covery ST, Siemens Micro R4 tomography and PEMi

according to the system and the number of scatter

interactions.

Fig. 4. OFOV SF as a linear function of ratio

of scanner diameter to AFOV.

Fig. 5. The axial distributions of OFOV SF in

TOF-PET, Discovery ST, R4 tomography and

PEMi system.

4 Conclusion

In this work, the simulated investigation of the

scatter from OFOV and multiple scatter was based

on a series of protocols referring to those of the whole-

body PET and the micro PET. The results show that

there are a significant number of scatters from OFOV

recorded on the LORs far away from the source, even

outside the phantom. PET events recorded outside

the phantom can be explained as scatter counts since

true events must be collinear with the point of annihi-

lation. These scatter contaminations may result from

scatter coincidence from OFOV without the septa

in 3D mode. The axial profile of OFOV SF is a

parabolic curve because of the differences in axial sen-

sitivity caused by the impact of material and activi-

ties from OFOV, which supports the result that axial

scatter distribution from OFOV can be roughly fitted

with a quadratic equation [6].

If we apply the above conclusion about the scat-

ters from OFOV to different PET scanners, discrimi-

nation should be made between the whole-body PET

and the micro PET. From Fig. 5 we can see that scat-

ters from OFOV have a much less serious impact on

the micro PET than on the whole-body PET depend-

ing on the scanner diameter and length of AFOV.

The micro PET has a smaller scanner diameter than

the whole-body PET and its gantry blocks the scat-

ters from OFOV effectively. Additionally, PET with

a longer AFOV length has a smaller OFOV SF be-

cause only a fraction of scatters with larger scatter

angles from OFOV can be received by the detectors

in deep slices. Therefore, in the whole-body PET,

scatter from OFOV must be corrected for high qual-

ity image reconstruction, whereas in micro PET it

can be ignored. As shown in Fig. 4, the relation be-

tween the OFOV SF (SFOFOV) and the ratio (r) of

scanner diameter to length of AFOV can be depicted

with a linear function:

SFOFOV = 0.3467r−0.4611.

From Table 2 we note that in the whole-body PET

twice scatters, including single scatters of both pho-

tons S1−1 and double scatters of one photon S2−0, add

up to about 12% so that twice scatter correction must

be implemented to remove them for high quality im-

age reconstruction. Multiple scatters (scatters more

than twice) should be eliminated because its propor-

tion is small and its physical process is so complicated
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that much more computing resources and time are

consumed. In contrast, in micro PET, twice scatters

occupy about 0.6% such that twice scatter correction

should be ignored. These results support the con-

clusion that the amount of multiple scatter increases

with the increasing object size [4]. In addition, we

paid special attention to comparing single scatter of

both photons and double scatter of one photon be-

cause they undergo twice scattering totally. Double

scatter of one photon occupies comparable propor-

tion with single scatter of both photons because the

scattered photon is prone to scatter once again due

to its loss of energy in the first scattering than the

511 keV unscattered photon [20]. Single scatter of

both photons is differentiated from the multiple scat-

ter of one photon because multiple scatter may drop

much faster with a high energy window than the sin-

gle scatter [6].When the energy window setting is high

enough, multiple scatter can be ignored whereas the

single scatter cannot.

In short, line source scattering phantom simu-

lation shows that the scatters from OFOV tend to

be recorded on the LORs far away from the source.

Human-like IEC cylindrical phantom simulation in-

dicates that the scatters from OFOV have a much

more serious impact on the whole-body PET than

the micro PET depending on the ratio of scanner di-

ameter to length of AFOV. In the whole-body PET,

twice scatters including single scatter of both photons

(S1−1) and double scatter of one photon (S2−0) add

up to about 12% so that twice scatter correction must

be taken into account.
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